
 

 
 
 

 
 

Investing in US Equities? 
 

Over many meetings with investor clients during the last few years, the majority opinion  on  US  equities  has  been 
positive backed by the fantastic returns they got. During 2011---12, 12---13 and 13---14 when Indian markets remained 
range bound in $ terms, S&P 500 has delivered 15%:25%:12% respectively, about 60 to 70% higher since Jan’12. Some 
have invested through “International Funds” and some have chosen to invest in US equities directly. Majority of them 
have had pleasant experience so far.  As Mark twain said “Whenever you find yourself on the side of the majority, it 
is time to pause and reflect”. I have paused. Find below my reflections. 

 
1 S&P 500 @ 2050 levels have Earnings @ 116 and hence a PE of 18. This is against mean PE of 16. The consensus 

estimates for E growth is about 9%pa for current year 2016 and likely to be between 7% and 9% for next year. 
2 The current E is already a result of multi decade high profit margins with no major room for further expansion. 

Current profit margin numbers are backed with ultra low interest costs and deleveraging post 2008. The profit 
margins are mean reverting and if the current numbers revert, earnings growth for the next 2 years could be 
significantly less. 

3 Since Ma`y’14, USD $ has surged 20% against major currencies. It takes 2 or 3 quarters for currency losses to 
show up. Most heavy weight companies derive significant revenue from overseas businesses and hence would 
be hit hard. Already earnings estimates revision down has begun: Between 5% and 12% for major companies 
and the full impact will be felt this year. 

4 The impact of Oil price decline on US is mixed as it is simultaneously the world’s largest producer, importer and 
consumer of Oil. While $400B savings by consumers will add momentum to productive demand, the impact on 
few business segments could be negative.  (20% of  high yield  bonds  markets  are  papers  issued  by  shale  gas 
guys!) 

 

 



 

 
 
 

 
 
Amidst all the noise around the market valuations, the following signals tell a different story: 

 
5 “Buffet is Out of Step”---WSJ, “The Oracle of Omaha ---Lately looking a bit ordinary”---NYT, “Has Buffett Lost his 

Magical Touch”---Forbes, “Buffett’s investing successors blew it in 2014”---Fortune and other headlines  like 
“Should investors still have faith in Warren Buffet” reminds me 2000 and 08.  Most occas ions  h e  
underperformed 2/3 years in a row, market declined subsequently. He himself admitted recently he will 
underperform for some time till prices reflect risk fairly. 

6 “Seth Klarman is sitting on mountain of cash after returning $4B to investors, he feels we are recreating the 
markets of 2007” signify that value investors with long track records are turning  more into cash. Only those 
obsessed with benchmarks are fully invested in US. 

7 Joel Greenblatt in his outlook for the year 2015 has mentioned that “Best returns of 2015 will be from the short 
side. There could be some really great opportunities on the short side with currently expensive stocks if the 
market drops 

8 James Montier of GMO who helps asset allocation across $120B believes stocks are hideously expensive and the 
current market is the first central bank sponsored bubble. 

9 High PE, low future earnings growth, potential decline in profit  margins,  unwinding  of  QE  related  liquidity, 
already the longest running bull markets since 2009 are perfect signs for brewing troubles for casual investors. 
“It is easier to stay out than to get out” in such situations. 

 
 

Index Vs Direct Equity: 
 

While pockets of opportunities still remain in US equities and could arise more in coming years, so is the case with few 
other promising markets like India as well? Such pockets of opportunities are for the sophisticated and niche investors 
to exploit. Majority of passive investors (the type I met with among my clients) have no reason to commit capital to such 
an expensive index. They experience terrible performance when they enter 5 years after the longest and sharpest 
market rise. 

 
 

Should India deserve a higher PE than US? 
 

Few domestic investors justify current US valuations based on relative choices like Indian equities. Indian equities at PE 
of 20 appear more expensive than 18 for US. The consensus earnings growth over the next 3 years in India is about 
17%p.a with upward bias whereas for US it is averaging about 8% with downward bias. On a base of 100, Indian equities 
earnings will grow to 160 to 170 in next 3 years against 125 for US. Even if we assume PE will retrace back to normal 
mean of 16 for both markets, Indian equities shall deliver 30% to 40% against 10% to 12% in US. It’s a different matter 
PE in India is unlikely to drop to 16 when our earnings growth resumes and most probably will remain so at these levels. 
If it remains at 20, Indian equities return could generate 70% during the next 3 years. Even after assuming potential 
USD: INR weakness, the potential gap in return doesn’t justify merit in US equities versus Indian equities over the next 
three years. 



 

 
 
 

 
 
Mean Reversion: 

 

Sensex earnings growth over long periods has been 16%p.a. whereas it has been around 8% for DJIA. If our long term 
earnings growth has been 16%p.a. but we have had 6+ years of 8%p.a. growth, for us to revert back to mean shouldn’t 
our future earnings growth most likely be higher than 16%p.a? If DJIA has had 8%p.a. earnings growth over long term 
but has had 15%p.a. during the last 6 years, shouldn’t US future earnings growth most likely be lower than 8%p.a in the 
years to come? 

 
As Indian equities just coming out of long years of side---ways movement into bullish phase whereas US is already in the 
longest bull market in its history, our Indian investors and NRIs investing in US equities instead of Indian equities are 
chasing past performance. Even worse are those who are investing in high yield debts of junk companies and countries 
to earn 6% to 8% as T bills and G Sec rates are low. Who taught taking 100% risk to earn 5%p.a. more is essential to 
achieve portfolio diversification, except few brokers and wealth advisors. I believe their job was easier than mine 
because it is easier to fool someone than to convince him that he is fooled by someone. If you still would like high yield 
experience why go all the way to global markets, many of my friends in the real estate industry have many deals going 
on locally in REITs and other structured papers. You will get great returns; I am not sure about capital. 

 
Market Cycles & Public Participation: 

 

 
 

Where do you think US equities are? I believe it is in “New Paradigm”. Indian equities are somewhere between “Take off 
and Media attention”. Many of you may remember that Indian equities were in a “New Paradigm” in 2007 and we spent 
whole of 2011 to 13 in despair. 



 

 
 
 

 
 
My Journey In Trespassing! 

 

Despite my strong belief that my knowledge on macro market trends is limited and my opinions are unlikely to help 
investors in perfect asset allocation, only once in the last 5 years I trespassed into other asset classes. I wrote to you in 
2012 when Gold was touted as the most preferred asset class based on its previous 5 years glorious run. Most mutual 
funds came with offerings linked to Gold. Many advisors highlighted the importance of some asset allocation to Gold. In 
12 pages I communicated why Gold didn’t deserve the price it got in 2012. Hope this second intrusion into another asset 
class also helps. 

 
Before I let you go, let me take the pleasure of sharing with you a recent cartoon I saw in the internet that describes 
current daily movements in US equities: 

 

 
 

Thanks for your time. Look forward 

Yours Sincerely 

 
 

Maran.G  
maran@unificap.com 
98410 96034 
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